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Alpharetta Attorney David Messer
Recognized in 2009 Legal Elite

ATLANTA -- Dec. 9, Senior Associate David Messer appears in the current

issue of Georgia Trend Magazine, having just been named to their

prestigious 2009 "Legal Elite" listing.

Messer, who joined Briskin, Cross & Sanford, LLC as an associate attorney in

2007, was peer-nominated by practicing members of the State Bar of Georgia

from across the state for his skill and achievements in the arena of General

Practice / Trial Practice.

Messer's practice focuses on a full spectrum of business law, with an

emphasis on all phases of business litigation and dispute resolution, including

trials, appeals, mediation, and arbitration.

Prior to joining the firm, Messer practiced as a civil and business trial

lawyer in Oklahoma for six years. During that time, he established a

strong reputation for legally and socially significant courtroom victories. An

equally analytical and adaptable strategist, Messer's dynamic courtroom

presence continues to enrich the firm's burgeoning trial practice.

About Briskin, Cross & Sanford, LLC

Briskin Cross & Sanford, LLC is a Business, Commercial, and Technology firm

that has built a full-service business practice representing privately held

companies and their executives, including many start-up businesses and

technology firms across North Metro Atlanta and the surrounding areas.

The firm, which was established in 1999, and until 2008 was known as Briskin

& Associates, L.C., has dedicated its business model to providing the

authority and dependable counsel of a larger law firm while preserving the

personal service and client-focused insight of dedicated counsel in a smaller

firm setting. Their attorneys offer decades of combined experience in the

areas of business, employment, franchise, copyright, and trademark law.
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